THREAD NEEDS TO BE BETWEEN THE TENSION DISCS, FROM RIGHT TO LEFT; NOT AROUND THEM

Tension Regulator

UP THROUGH TENSION SPRING

UNDER THE RETAINING HOOK

THREAD GUIDE TO
Thread Guide

Thread goes through spring clip

Needle, thread from front to back
There is no thread in the needle. Start the machine motor using the pedal and press on the bobbin lever to engage the running belt.

Bobbin Winder

Thread from spool

Thread through eye and between tension disks
LEVER TO ADJUST AUTO FILL STOP FOR THREAD DEPTH ON SPOOL
THREAD IS CCW ON BOBBIN.

SPRING IN BOTTOM OF BOBBIN CASE

PULL THREAD THROUGH SLOT

THREAD IS UNDER LOWER TENSION SPRING

THREAD IS EXTENDED OUT OF BOBBIN CASE 2 - 4 INCHES
BOBBIN SHOWN
INDEXED TO INSTALL
RETHREAD TOP OF SEWING MACHINE COMPLETE THROUGH NEEDLE. THEN TURN MACHINE BY HAND ONE STROKE FOR NEEDLE TO PICK UP BOBBIN THREAD. SLIDE TOOL UNDER PRESSURE FOOT TO COMPLETE PULLING BOTTOM THREAD UP AND OUT BEHIND PRESSURE FOOT.
RETHREAD TOP OF SEWING MACHINE COMPLETE THROUGH NEEDLE. THEN TURN MACHINE BY HAND ONE STROKE FOR NEEDLE TO PICK UP BOBBIN THREAD. SLIDE TOOL UNDER PRESSURE FOOT TO COMPLETE PULLING BOTTOM THREAD UP.
STANDARD NEEDLE STYLES  16 X 231 UP TO SIZE 19